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R. Kelly meets Jodeci with a message. 21 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban, HIP

HOP/RAP: Alternative Hip Hop Details: Jus Family Records was founded in 1992 by Bosco Kante and

Terrance Scott, and has been instrumental in the growth of Northwest Hip-Hop. Jus Family is perhaps the

regions most well-known and successful urban music entity. Jus Family has released 16 monumetal

independent releases of the some of the regions most prolific urban music. With releases from Cool Nutz,

Bosko, Maniac Lok, G-Ism, Kenny Mack, Izaya, Bullet, D.B.A, and The Western Conference All-Starz,

Jus Family Records has established itself as one of the regions standout crews. The label was started

after Bosco and Terrance decided that it was time to get serious about their music careers. From working

long hard nights in the grocery store to hitting late night licks, Bosco and Terrance were determined to

see the label succeed. After much hard work and saving of funds, they finally had rustled up enough

capitol to put out their first release "Dis Niggaz Nutz". From this point there was no stopping the Jus

Family Militia. After "Dis Niggaz Nutz" cam many more historic releases that made the public recognize

Jus Family Records as a Northwest music industry powerhouse. As time has passed, Jus Family artists

have had the opportunity to work with such industry heavyweights as E-40, BG, Kurupt, Yukmouth, C-Bo,

WC, Sticky Fingaz, Too Short, Jay Felony, Mac Dre, Spice 1, B-Legit, The Outlawz, Kanye West, Limp

Bizkit, Tyrese, and many more. Jus Family Records has stood up to the test of time and has a bright

future ahead. Artists currently on the roster are: Cool Nutz, Bosko, Maniac Lok, Phranchise, Bleek aka

Snaps Provolone, Clarence Unique, and DJ Chill.
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